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Abstract

Dropout has been witnessed with great success in training deep neural networks by
independently zeroing out the outputs of neurons at random.It has also received
a surge of interest for shallow learning, e.g., logistic regression. However, the in-
dependent sampling for dropout could be suboptimal for the sake of convergence.
In this paper, we propose to use multinomial sampling for dropout, i.e., sampling
features or neurons according to a multinomial distribution with different proba-
bilities for different features/neurons. To exhibit the optimal dropout probabilities,
we analyze the shallow learning with multinomial dropout and establish the risk
bound for stochastic optimization. By minimizing a sampling dependent factor in
the risk bound, we obtain a distribution-dependent dropoutwith sampling proba-
bilities dependent on the second order statistics of the data distribution. To tackle
the issue of evolving distribution of neurons in deep learning, we propose an effi-
cient adaptive dropout (namedevolutional dropout) that computes the sampling
probabilities on-the-fly from a mini-batch of examples. Empirical studies on sev-
eral benchmark datasets demonstrate that the proposed dropouts achieve not only
much faster convergence and but also a smaller testing errorthan the standard
dropout. For example, on the CIFAR-100 data, the evolutional dropout achieves
relative improvements over 10% on the prediction performance and over 50% on
the convergence speed compared to the standard dropout.

1 Introduction

Dropout has been widely used to avoid overfitting of deep neural networks with a large number of
parameters [9, 16], which usually identically and independently at random samples neurons and sets
their outputs to be zeros. Extensive experiments [4] have shown that dropout can help obtain the
state-of-the-art performance on a range of benchmark data sets. Recently, dropout has also been
found to improve the performance of logistic regression andother single-layer models for natural
language tasks such as document classification and named entity recognition [21].

In this paper, instead of identically and independently at random zeroing out features or neurons,
we propose to use multinomial sampling for dropout, i.e., sampling features or neurons according
to a multinomial distribution with different probabilities for different features/neurons. Intuitively,
it makes more sense to use non-uniform multinomial samplingthan identical and independent sam-
pling for different features/neurons. For example, in shallow learning if input features are centered,
we can drop out features with small variance more frequentlyor completely allowing the training
to focus on more important features and consequentially enabling faster convergence. To justify
the multinomial sampling for dropout and reveal the optimalsampling probabilities, we conduct a
rigorous analysis on the risk bound of shallow learning by stochastic optimization with multinomial
dropout, and demonstrate that a distribution-dependent dropout leads to a smaller expected risk (i.e.,
faster convergence and smaller generalization error).
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Inspired by the distribution-dependent dropout, we propose a data-dependent dropout for shallow
learning, and an evolutional dropout for deep learning. Forshallow learning, the sampling prob-
abilities are computed from the second order statistics of features of the training data. For deep
learning, the sampling probabilities of dropout for a layerare computed on-the-fly from the second-
order statistics of the layer’s outputs based on a mini-batch of examples. This is particularly suited
for deep learning because (i) the distribution of each layer’s outputs is evolving over time, which
is known as internal covariate shift [5]; (ii) passing through all the training data in deep neural net-
works (in particular deep convolutional neural networks) is much more expensive than through a
mini-batch of examples. For a mini-batch of examples, we canleverage parallel computing architec-
tures to accelerate the computation of sampling probabilities.

We note that the proposed evolutional dropout achieves similar effect to the batch normalization
technique (Z-normalization based on a mini-batch of examples) [5] but with different flavors. Both
approaches can be considered to tackle the issue of internalcovariate shift for accelerating the con-
vergence. Batch normalization tackles the issue by normalizing the output of neurons to zero mean
and unit variance and then performing dropout independently 1. In contrast, our proposed evolu-
tional dropout tackles this issue from another perspectiveby exploiting a distribution-dependent
dropout, which adapts the sampling probabilities to the evolving distribution of a layer’s outputs.
In other words, it uses normalized sampling probabilities based on the second order statistics of in-
ternal distributions. Indeed, we notice that for shallow learning with Z-normalization (normalizing
each feature to zero mean and unit variance) the proposed data-dependent dropout reduces to uni-
form dropout that acts similarly to the standard dropout. Because of this connection, the presented
theoretical analysis also sheds some lights on the power of batch normalization from the angle of
theory. Compared to batch normalization, the proposed distribution-dependent dropout is still attrac-
tive because (i) it is rooted in theoretical analysis of the risk bound; (ii) it introduces no additional
parameters and layers without complicating the back-propagation and the inference; (iii) it facili-
tates further research because its shares the same mathematical foundation as standard dropout (e.g.,
equivalent to a form of data-dependent regularizer) [18].

We summarize the main contributions of the paper below.

• We propose a multinomial dropout and demonstrate that a distribution-dependent dropout
leads to a faster convergence and a smaller generalization error through the risk bound
analysis for shallow learning.

• We propose an efficient evolutional dropout for deep learning based on the distribution-
dependent dropout.

• We justify the proposed dropouts for both shallow learning and deep learning by experi-
mental results on several benchmark datasets.

In the remainder, we first review some related work and preliminaries. We present the main results
in Section 4 and experimental results in Section 5.

2 Related Work

In this section, we review some related work on dropout and optimization algorithms for deep learn-
ing.

Dropout is a simple yet effective technique to prevent overfitting in training deep neural net-
works [16]. It has received much attention recently from researchers to study its practical and
theoretical properties. Notably, Wager et al. [18], Baldi and Sadowski [2] have analyzed the dropout
from a theoretical viewpoint and found that dropout is equivalent to a data-dependent regularizer.
The most simple form of dropout is to multiply hidden units byi.i.d Bernoulli noise. Several recent
works also found that using other types of noise works as wellas Bernoulli noise (e.g., Gaussian
noise), which could lead to a better approximation of the marginalized loss [20, 7]. Some works
tried to optimize the hyper-parameters that define the noiselevel in a Bayesian framework [23, 7].
Graham et al. [3] used the same noise across a batch of examples in order to speed up the computa-
tion. The adaptive dropout proposed in[1] overlays a binarybelief network over a neural netowrk,
incurring more computational overhead to dropout because one has to train the additional binary

1The author also reported that in some cases dropout is even not necessary
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belief network. In constrast, the present work proposes a new dropout with noise sampled accord-
ing to distribution-dependent sampling probabilities. Tothe best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that rigorously studies this type of dropout with theoretical analysis of the risk bound. It is
demonstrated that the new dropout can improve the speed of convergence.

Stochastic gradient descent with back-propagation has been used a lot in optimizing deep neural
networks. However, it is notorious for its slow convergenceespecially for deep learning. Recently,
there emerge a battery of studies trying to accelearte the optimization of deep learning [17, 12, 22, 5,
6], which tackle the problem from different perspectives. Among them, we notice that the developed
evolutional dropout for deep learning achieves similar effect as batch normalization [5] addressing
the internal covariate shift issue (i.e., evolving distributions of internal hidden units).

3 Preliminaries

In this section, we present some preliminaries, including the framework of risk minimization in
machine learning and learning with dropout noise. We also introduce the multinomial dropout,
which allows us to construct a distribution-dependent dropout as revealed in the next section.

Let (x, y) denote a feature vector and a label, wherex ∈ R
d andy ∈ Y. Denote byP the joint

distribution of(x, y) and denote byD the marginal distribution ofx. The goal of risk minimization
is to learn a prediction functionf(x) that minimizes the expected loss, i.e.,minf∈H EP [ℓ(f(x), y)],
whereℓ(z, y) is a loss function (e.g., the logistic loss) that measures the inconsistency between
z andy andH is a class of prediction functions. In deep learning, the prediction functionf(x)
is determined by a deep neural network. In shallow learning,one might be interested in learning
a linear modelf(x) = w

⊤
x. In the following presentation, the analysis will focus on the risk

minimization of a linear model, i.e.,

min
w∈Rd

L(w) , EP [ℓ(w
⊤
x, y)] (1)

In this paper, we are interested in learning with dropout, i.e., the feature vectorx is corrupted by
a dropout noise. In particular, letǫ ∼ M denote a dropout noise vector of dimensiond, and the
corrupted feature vector is given bŷx = x ◦ ǫ, where the operator◦ represents the element-wise
multiplication. LetP̂ denote the joint distribution of the new data(x̂, y) andD̂ denote the marginal
distribution ofx̂. With the corrupted data, the risk minimization becomes

min
w∈Rd

L̂(w) , EP̂ [ℓ(w
⊤(x ◦ ǫ), y)] (2)

In standard dropout [18, 4], the entries of the noise vectorǫ are sampled independently according
to Pr(ǫj = 0) = δ andPr(ǫj = 1

1−δ ) = 1 − δ, i.e., features are dropped with a probabilityδ and

scaled by 1
1−δ with a probability1 − δ. We can also writeǫj =

bj
1−δ , wherebj ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ [d]

are i.i.d Bernoulli random variables withPr(bj = 1) = 1 − δ. The scaling factor 1
1−δ is added

to ensure thatEǫ[x̂] = x. It is obvious that using the standard dropout different features will have
equal probabilities to be dropped out or to be selected independently. However, in practice some
features could be more informative than the others for learning purpose. Therefore, it makes more
sense to assign different sampling probabilities for different features and make the features compete
with each other.

To this end, we introduce the following multinomial dropout.

Definition 1. (Multinomial Dropout) A multinomial dropout is defined aŝx = x ◦ ǫ, where
ǫi = mi

kpi
, i ∈ [d] and {m1, . . . ,md} follow a multinomial distributionMult(p1, . . . , pd; k) with

∑d
i=1 pi = 1 andpi ≥ 0.

Remark: The multinomial dropout allows us to use non-uniform sampling probabilitiesp1, . . . , pd
for different features. The value ofmi is the number of times that thei-th feature is selected in
k independent trials of selection. In each trial, the probability that the i-th feature is selected is
given bypi. As in the standard dropout, the normalization bykpi is to ensure thatEǫ[x̂] = x.
The parameterk plays the same role as the parameter1 − δ in standard dropout, which controls
the number of features to be dropped. In particular, the expected total number of the kept features
using multinomial dropout isk and that using standard dropout isd(1 − δ). In the sequel, to make
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fair comparison between the two dropouts, we letk = d(1 − δ). In this case, when a uniform
distributionpi = 1/d is used in multinomial dropout to which we refer asuniform dropout, then
ǫi =

mi

1−δ , which acts similarly to the standard dropout using i.i.d Bernoulli random variables. Note
that another choice to make the sampling probabilities different is still using i.i.d Bernoulli random
variables but with different probabilities for different features. However, multinomial dropout is
more suitable because (i) it is easy to control the level of dropout by varying the value ofk; (ii) it
gives rise to natural competition among features because ofthe constraint

∑
i pi = 1; (iii) it allows

us to minimize the sampling dependent risk bound for obtaining a better distribution than uniform
sampling.

Dropout is a data-dependent regularizer Dropout as a regularizer has been studied in [18, 2] for
logistic regression, which is stated in the following proposition for ease of discussion later.

Proposition 1. If ℓ(z, y) = log(1 + exp(−yz)), then

EP̂ [ℓ(w
⊤
x̂, y)] = EP [ℓ(w

⊤
x, y)] +RD,M(w) (3)

whereM denotes the distribution ofǫ andRD,M(w) = ED,M

[
log

exp(w⊤ x◦ǫ

2
)+exp(−w

⊤ x◦ǫ

2
)

exp(w⊤x/2)+exp(−w⊤x/2)

]
.

Remark: It is notable thatRD,M ≥ 0 due to the Jensen inequality. Using the second order Taylor
expansion, [18] showed that the following approximation ofRD,M(w) is easy to manipulate and
understand:

R̂D,M(w) =
ED[q(w

⊤
x)(1 − q(w⊤

x))w⊤CM(x ◦ ǫ)w]

2
(4)

whereq(w⊤
x) = 1

1+exp(−w⊤x/2) , andCM denotes the covariance matrix in terms ofǫ. In par-

ticular, if ǫ is the standard dropout noise, thenCM[x ◦ ǫ] = diag(x2
1δ/(1 − δ), . . . , x2

dδ/(1 − δ)),
wherediag(s1, . . . , sn) denotes ad × d diagonal matrix with thei-th entry equal tosi. If ǫ is the
multinomial dropout noise in Definition 1, we have

CM[x ◦ ǫ] = 1

k
diag(x2

i /pi)−
1

k
xx

⊤ (5)

4 Learning with Multinomial Dropout

In this section, we analyze a stochastic optimization approach for minimizing the dropout loss in (2).
Assume the sampling probabilities are known. We first obtaina risk bound of learning with multino-
mial dropout for stochastic optimization. Then we try to minimize the factors in the risk bound that
depend on the sampling probabilities. We would like to emphasize that our goal here is not to show
that using dropout would render a smaller risk than without using dropout, but rather focus on the
impact of different sampling probabilities on the risk. Letthe initial solution bew1. At the iteration
t, we sample(xt, yt) ∼ P andǫt ∼ M as in Definition 1 and then update the model by

wt+1 = wt − ηt∇ℓ(w⊤
t (xt ◦ ǫt), yt) (6)

where∇ℓ denotes the (sub)gradient in terms ofwt and ηt is a step size. Suppose we run the
stochastic optimization byn steps (i.e., usingn examples) and compute the final solution asŵn =
1
n

∑n
t=1 wt.

We note that another approach of learning with dropout is to minimize the empirical risk by marginal-
izing out the dropout noise, i.e., replacing the true expectationsEP andED in (3) with empiri-
cal expectations over a set of samples(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn) denoted byEPn

andEDn
. Since the

data dependent regularizerRDn,M(w) is difficult to compute, one usually uses an approximation
R̂Dn,M(w) (e.g., as in (4)) in place ofRDn,M(w). However, the resulting problem is a non-convex
optimization, which together with the approximation errorwould make the risk analysis much more
involved. In contrast, the update in (6) can be considered asa stochastic gradient descent update
for solving the convex optimization problem in (2), allowing us to establish the risk bound based on
previous results of stochastic gradient descent for risk minimization [14, 15]. Nonetheless, this re-
striction does not lose the generality. Indeed, stochasticoptimization is usually employed for solving
empirical loss minimization in big data and deep learning.

The following theorem establishes a risk bound ofŵn in expectation.
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Theorem 1. LetL(w) be the expected risk ofw defined in (1). AssumeED̂[‖x ◦ ǫ‖22] ≤ B2 and
ℓ(z, y) isG-Lipschitz continuous. For any‖w∗‖2 ≤ r, by appropriately choosingη, we can have

E[L(ŵn) +RD,M(ŵn)] ≤ L(w∗) +RD,M(w∗) +
GBr√

n

whereE[·] is taking expectation over the randomness in(xt, yt, ǫt), t = 1, . . . , n.

Remark: In the above theorem, we can choosew∗ to be the best model that minimizes the expected
risk in (1). SinceRD,M (w) ≥ 0, the upper bound in the theorem above is also the upper bound of
the risk ofŵn, i.e.,L(ŵn), in expectation. The proof of the above theorem follows the standard
analysis of stochastic gradient descent. The detailed proof of theorem is included in the appendix.

4.1 Distribution Dependent Dropout

Next, we consider the sampling dependent factors in the riskbounds. From Theorem 1, we can see
that there are two terms that depend on the sampling probabilities, i.e.,B2 - the upper bound of
ED̂[‖x ◦ ǫ‖22], andRD,M(w∗) − RD,M(ŵn) ≤ RD,M(w∗). We note that the second term also
depends onw∗ andŵn, which is more difficult to optimize. We first try to minimizeED̂[‖x ◦ ǫ‖22]
and present the discussion on minimizingRD,M(w∗) later. From Theorem 1, we can see that
minimizing ED̂[‖x ◦ ǫ‖22] would lead to not only a smaller risk (given the same number oftotal
examples, smallerED̂[‖x ◦ ǫ‖22] gives a smaller risk bound) but also a faster convergence (with the
same number of iterations, smallerED̂[‖x ◦ ǫ‖22] gives a smaller optimization error).

Due to the limited space, the proofs of Proposition 2, 3, 4 areincluded in supplement. The following
proposition simplifies the expectationED̂[‖x ◦ ǫ‖22].
Proposition 2. Letǫ follow the distributionM defined in Definition 1. Then

ED̂[‖x ◦ ǫ‖22] =
1

k

d∑

i=1

1

pi
ED[x

2
i ] +

k − 1

k

d∑

i=1

ED[x
2
i ] (7)

Given the expression ofED̂[‖x ◦ ǫ‖22] in Proposition 2, we can minimize it overp, leading to the
following result.

Proposition 3. The solution top∗ = argminp≥0,p⊤1=1ED̂[‖x ◦ ǫ‖22] is given by

p∗i =

√
ED[x2

i ]∑d
j=1

√
ED[x2

j ]
, i = 1, . . . , d (8)

Next, we examineRD,M(w∗). Since direct manipulation onRD,M(w∗) is difficult, we try to
minimize the second order Taylor expansionR̂D,M(w∗) for logistic loss. The following theorem
establishes an upper bound ofR̂D,M(w∗).

Proposition 4. Let ǫ follow the distributionM defined in Definition 1. We havêRD,M(w∗) ≤
1
8k‖w∗‖22

(∑d
i=1

ED[x2

i ]
pi

− ED[‖x‖22]
)

Remark: By minimizing the relaxed upper bound in Proposition 4, we obtain the same sampling
probabilities as in (8). We note that a tighter upper bound can be established, however, which will
yield sampling probabilities dependent on the unknownw∗.

In summary, using the probabilities in (8), we can reduce bothED̂[‖x ◦ ǫ‖22] andRD,M(w∗) in the
risk bound, leading to a faster convergence and a smaller generalization error. In practice, we can
use empirical second-order statistics to compute the probabilities, i.e.,

pi =

√
1
n

∑n
j=1[[xj ]2i ]

∑d
i′=1

√
1
n

∑n
j=1[[xj ]2i′ ]

(9)

where[xj ]i denotes thei-th feature of thej-th example, which gives us a data-dependent dropout.
We state it formally in the following definition.
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Evolutional Dropout for Deep Learning

Input: a batch of outputs of a layer:X l = (xl
1, . . . ,x

l
m)

and dropout level parameterk ∈ [0, d]

Output: X̂ l = X l ◦ Σl

Compute sampling probabilities by (10)
For j = 1, . . . ,m

Sampleml
j ∼ Mult(pl1, . . . , p

l
d; k)

Constructǫlj =
m

l
j

kpl
∈ R

d, wherepl = (pl1, . . . , p
l
d)

⊤

LetΣl = (ǫl1, . . . , ǫ
l
m) and computêX l = X l ◦ Σl

Figure 1: Evolutional Dropout applied to a layer over a mini-batch

Definition 2. (Data-dependent Dropout) Given a set of training examples(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn). A
data-dependent dropout is defined asx̂ = x ◦ ǫ, whereǫi =

mi

kpi
, i ∈ [d] and{m1, . . . ,md} follow

a multinomial distributionMult(p1, . . . , pd; k) with pi given by (9).

Remark: Note that if the data is normalized such that each feature haszero mean and unit variance
(i.e., according to Z-normliazation), the data-dependentdropout reduces to uniform dropout. It
implies that the data-dependent dropout achieves similar effect as Z-normalization plus uniform
dropout. In this sense, our theoretical analysis also explains why Z-normalization usually speeds up
the training [13].

4.2 Evolutional Dropout for Deep Learning

Next, we discuss how to implement the distribution-dependent dropout for deep learning. In training
deep neural networks, the dropout is usually added to the intermediate layers (e.g., fully connected
layers and convolutional layers). Letxl = (xl

1, . . . , x
l
d) denote the outputs of thel-th layer (with

the index of data omitted). Adding dropout to this layer is equivalent to multiplyingxl by a dropout
noise vectorǫl, i.e., feedinĝxl = x

l◦ǫl as the input to the next layer. Inspired by the data-dependent
dropout, we can generateǫl according to a distribution given in Definition 1 with sampling probabil-
ities pli computed from{xl

1, . . . ,x
l
n} similar to that (9). However, deep learning is usually trained

with big data and a deep neural network is optimized by mini-batch stochastic gradient descent.
Therefore, at each iteration it would be too expensive to afford the computation to pass through all
examples. To address this issue, we propose to use a mini-batch of examples to calculate the second-
order statistics similar to what was done in batch normalization. LetX l = (xl

1, . . . ,x
l
m) denote the

outputs of thel-th layer for a mini-batch ofm examples. Then we can calculate the probabilities for
dropout by

pli =

√
1
m

∑m
j=1[[x

l
j ]

2
i ]

∑d
i′=1

√
1
m

∑m
j=1[[x

l
j ]

2
i′ ]
, i = 1, . . . , d (10)

which define the evolutional dropout named as such because the probabilitiespli will also evolve as
the the distribution of the layer’s outputs evolve. We describe the evolutional dropout as applied to
a layer of a deep neural network in Figure 1.

Finally, we would like to compare the evolutional dropout with batch normalization. Similar to batch
normalization, evolutional dropout can also address the internal covariate shift issue by adapting
the sampling probabilities to the evolving distribution oflayers’ outputs. However, different from
batch normalization, evolutional dropout is a randomized technique, which enjoys many benefits
as standard dropout including (i) the back-propagation is simple to implement (just multiplying the
gradient ofX̂ l by the dropout mask to get the gradient ofX l); (ii) the inference (i.e., testing) remains
the same2; (iii) it is equivalent to a data-dependent regularizer with a clear mathematical explanation;

2Different from some implementations for standard dropout which doest no scale by1/(1− δ) in training
but scale by1− δ in testing, here we do scale in training and thus do not need any scaling in testing.
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(iv) it prevents units from co-adapting of neurons, which facilitate generalization. Moreover, the
evolutional dropout has its root in distribution-dependent dropout, which has theoretical guarantee
to accelerate the convergence and improve the generalization for shallow learning.

5 Experimental Results

In the section, we present some experimental results to justify the proposed dropouts. In all ex-
periments, we setδ = 0.5 in the standard dropout andk = 0.5d in the proposed dropouts for fair
comparison, whered represents the number of features or neurons of the layer that dropout is applied
to. For the sake of clarity, we divided the experiments into three parts. In the first part, we compare
the performance of the data-dependent dropout (d-dropout) to the standard dropout (s-dropout)
for logistic regression. In the second part, we compare the performance of evolutional dropout
(e-dropout) to the standard dropout for training deep convolutional neural networks. Finally, we
compare e-dropout with batch normalization.
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Figure 2: Left three: data-dependent dropout vs. standard dropout on three data sets (real-sim,
news20, RCV1) for logistic regression; Right: Evolutionaldropout vs BN on CIFAR-10. (best seen
in color).

5.1 Shallow Learning

We implement the presented stochastic optimization algorithm. To evaluate the performance
of data-dependent dropout for shallow learning, we use the three data sets: real-sim, news20
and RCV13. In this experiment, we use a fixed step size and tune the step size in
[0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.005, 0.001, 0.0005, 0.0001] and report the best results in terms of convergence
speed on the training data for both standard dropout and data-dependent dropout. The left three
panels in Figure 2 show the obtained results on these three data sets. In each figure, we plot both
the training error and the testing error. We can see that boththe training and testing errors using the
proposed data-dependent dropout decrease much faster thanusing the standard dropout and also a
smaller testing error is achieved by using the data-dependent dropout.

5.2 Evolutional Dropout for Deep Learning

We would like to emphasize that we are not aiming to obtain better prediction performance by trying
different network structures and different engineering tricks such as data augmentation, whitening,
etc., but rather focus on the comparison of the proposed dropout to the standard dropout using
Bernoulli noise on the same network structure. In our experiments, we use the default splitting of
training and testing data in all data sets. We directly optimize the neural networks using all training
images without further splitting it into a validation data to be added into the training in later stages,
which explains some marginal gaps from the literature results that we observed (e.g., on CIFAR-10
compared with [19]).

We conduct experiments on four benchmark data sets for comparing e-dropout and s-dropout:
MNIST [10], SVHN [11], CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [8]. We use thesame or similar network
structure as in the literatures for the four data sets. In general, the networks consist of convolution
layers, pooling layers, locally connected layers, fully connected layers, softmax layers and a cost
layer. For the detailed neural network structures and theirparameters, please refer to the supple-
mentary materials. The dropout is added to some fully connected layers or locally connected layers.
The rectified linear activation function is used for all neurons. All the experiments are conducted
using the cuda-convnet library4. The training procedure is similar to [9] using mini-batch SGD with

3https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/
4https://code.google.com/archive/p/cuda-convnet/
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Figure 3: Evolutional dropout vs. standard dropout on four benchmark datasets for deep learning
(best seen in color).

momentum (0.9). The size of mini-batch is fixed to 128. The weights are initialized based on the
Gaussian distribution with mean zero and standard deviation 0.01. The learning rate (i.e., step size)
is decreased after a number of epochs similar to what was donein previous works [9]. We tune the
initial learning rates for s-dropout and e-dropout separately from 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.1 and report
the best result on each data set that yields the fastest convergence.

Figure 3 shows the training and testing error curves in the optimization process on the four data sets
using the standard dropout and the evolutional dropout. ForSVHN data, we only report the first
12000 iterations, after which the error curves of the two methods almost overlap. We can see that
using the evolutional dropout generally converges faster than using the standard dropout. On CIFAR-
100 data, we have observed significant speed-up. In particular, the evolutional dropout achieves
relative improvements over 10% on the testing performance and over 50% on the convergence speed
compared to the standard dropout.

5.3 Comparison with the Batch Normalization (BN)

Finally, we make a comparison between the evolutional dropout and the batch normalization. For
batch normalization, we use the implementation in Caffe5. We compare the evolutional dropout with
the batch normalization on CIFAR-10 data set. The network structure is from the Caffe package and
can be found in the supplement, which is different from the one used in the previous experiment.
It contains three convolutional layers and one fully connected layer. Each convolutional layer is
followed by a pooling layer. We compare four methods: (1)No BN and No dropout- without using
batch normalization and dropout; (2)BN; (3)BN with standard dropout ; (4)Evolutional Dropout .
The rectified linear activation is used in all methods. We also tried BN with the sigmoid activation
function, which gives worse results. For the methods with BN, three batch normalization layers are
inserted before or after each pooling layer following the architecture given in Caffe package (see
supplement). For the evolutional dropout training, only one layer of dropout is added to the the last
convolutional layer. The mini-batch size is set to 100, the default value in Caffe. The initial learning
rates for the four methods are set to the same value (0.001), and they are decreased once by ten
times. The testing accuracy versus the number of iterationsis plotted in the right panel of Figure 2,
from which we can see that the evolutional dropout training achieves comparable performance with
BN + standard dropout, which justifies our claim that evolutional dropout also addresses the internal
covariate shift issue.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a distribution-dependent dropout for both shallow learning and
deep learning. Theoretically, we proved that the new dropout achieves a smaller risk and faster
convergence. Based on the distribution-dependent dropout, we developed an efficient evolutional
dropout for training deep neural networks that adapts the sampling probabilities to the evolving
distributions of layers’ outputs. Experimental results onvarious data sets verified that the proposed
dropouts can dramatically improve the convergence and alsoreduce the testing error.
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7 Supplement

7.1 Proof of Theorem 1

The update given bywt+1 = wt−η∇ℓ(w⊤
t (xt◦ǫt), yt) can be considered as the stochastic gradient

descent (SGD) update of the following problem

min
w

{L̂(w) , EP̂ [ℓ(w
⊤(x ◦ ǫ), y)]}

Definegt asgt = ∇ℓ(w⊤
t (xt ◦ ǫt), yt) = ℓ′(w⊤

t (xt ◦ ǫt), yt)xt ◦ ǫt, whereℓ′(z, y) denotes the
derivative in terms ofz. Since the loss function isG-Lipschitz continuous, therefore‖gt‖2 ≤
G‖xt ◦ ǫt‖2. According to the analysis of SGD [24], we have the followinglemma.
Lemma 1. Letwt+1 = wt − ηgt andw1 = 0. Then for any‖w∗‖2 ≤ r we have

n∑

t=1

g
⊤
t (wt −w∗) ≤

r2

2η
+

η

2

n∑

t=1

‖gt‖22 (11)

By taking expectation on both sides over the randomness in(xt, yt, ǫt) and noting the bound on
‖gt‖2, we have

E[n]

[
n∑

t=1

g
⊤
t (wt −w∗)

]
≤ r2

2η
+

η

2

n∑

t=1

G2E[n][‖xt ◦ ǫt‖22]

whereE[t] denote the expectation over(xi, yi, ǫi), i = 1, . . . , t. Let Et[·] denote the expectation
over(xt, yt, ǫt) with (xi, yi, ǫi), i = 1, . . . , t− 1 given. Then we have

n∑

t=1

E[t][g
⊤
t (wt −w∗)] ≤

r2

2η
+

η

2

n∑

t=1

G2Et[‖xt ◦ ǫt‖22]

Since
E[t][g

⊤
t (wt−w∗)] = E[t−1][Et[gt]

⊤(wt−w∗)] = E[t−1][∇L̂(wt)
⊤(wt−w∗)] ≥ E[t−1][L̂(wt)−L̂(w∗)]

As a result

E[n]

[
n∑

t=1

(L̂(wt)− L̂(w∗))

]
≤ r2

2η
+

η

2

n∑

t=1

G2ED̂[‖xt ◦ ǫt‖22] ≤
r2

2η
+

η

2
G2B2n (12)

where the last inequality follows the assumed upper bound ofED̂[‖xt ◦ ǫt‖22]. Following the defini-
tion of ŵn and the convexity ofL(w) we have

E[n][L̂(ŵn)− L̂(w∗)] ≤ E[n]

[
1

n

n∑

t=1

(L̂(wt)− L̂(w∗))

]
≤ r2

2ηn
+

η

2
G2B2

By minimizing the upper bound in terms ofη, we haveE[n][L̂(ŵn) − L̂(w∗)] ≤ GBr√
n

. According

to Proposition 1 in the paper̂L(w) = L(w) +RD,M(w), therefore

E[n][L(ŵn) +RD,M(ŵn)] ≤ L(w∗) +RD,M(w∗) +
GBr√

n

7.2 Proof of Lemma 1

We have the following:

1

2
‖wt+1 −w∗‖22 =

1

2
‖wt − ηgt −w∗‖22 =

1

2
‖wt −w∗‖22 +

η2

2
‖gt‖22 − η(wt −w∗)

⊤
gt

Then

(wt −w∗)
⊤
gt ≤

1

2η
‖wt −w∗‖22 −

1

2η
‖wt+1 −w∗‖22 +

η

2
‖gt‖22

By summing the above inequality overt = 1, . . . , n, we obtain
n∑

t=1

g
⊤
t (wt −w∗) ≤

‖w∗ −w1‖22
2η

+
η

2

n∑

t=1

‖gt‖22

By noting thatw1 = 0 and‖w∗‖2 ≤ r, we obtain the inequality in Lemma 1.
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7.3 Proof of Proposition 2

We have

ED̂‖x ◦ ǫ‖22 = ED

[
d∑

i=1

x2
i

k2p2i
E[m2

i ]

]

Since{m1, . . . ,md} follows a multinomial distributionMult(p1, . . . , pd; k), we have

E[m2
i ] = var(mi) + (E[mi])

2 = kpi(1− pi) + k2p2i

The result in the Proposition follows by combining the abovetwo equations.

7.4 Proof of Proposition 3

Note that only the first term in the R.H.S of Eqn. (7) depends onpi. Thus,

p∗ = arg min
p≥0,p⊤1=1

d∑

i=1

ED[x
2
i ]

pi

The result then follows the KKT conditions.

7.5 Proof of Proposition 4

We prove the first upper bound first. From Eqn. (4) in the paper,we have

R̂D,M(w∗) ≤
1

8
ED[w

⊤
∗ CM(x ◦ ǫ)w∗]

where we use the fact
√
ab ≤ a+b

2 for a, b ≥ 0. Using Eqn. (5) in the paper, we have

ED[w
⊤
∗ CM(x ◦ ǫ)w∗] = ED

[
w

⊤
∗

(
1

k
diag(x2

i /pi)−
1

k
xx

⊤
)
w∗

]
=

1

k
ED

[
d∑

i=1

w2
∗ix

2
i

pi
− (w⊤

∗ x)
2

]

This gives a tight bound of̂RD,M(w∗), i.e.,

R̂D,M(w∗) ≤
1

8k

{
d∑

i=1

w2
∗iED[x

2
i ]

pi
− ED(w

⊤
∗ x)

2

}

By minimizing the above upper bound overpi, we obtain following probabilities

p∗i =

√
w2

∗iED[x2
i ]∑d

j=1

√
w2

∗iED[x2
j ]

(13)

which depend on unknownw∗. We address this issue, we derive a relaxed upper bound. We note
that

CM(x ◦ ǫ) = EM[(x ◦ ǫ− x)(x ◦ ǫ− x)⊤]

≤ (EM‖x ◦ ǫ− x‖22) · Id =
(
EM[‖x ◦ ǫ‖22]− ‖x‖22

)
Id

whereId denotes the identity matrix of dimensiond. Thus

ED[w
⊤
∗ CM(x ◦ ǫ)w∗] ≤ ‖w∗‖22

(
ED̂[‖x ◦ ǫ‖22]− ED[‖x‖22]

)

By noting the result in Proposition 2 in the paper, we have

ED[w
⊤
∗ CM(x ◦ ǫ)w∗] ≤

1

k
‖w∗‖22

(
d∑

i=1

ED[x
2
i ]

pi
− ED[‖x‖22]

)

which proves the upper bound in Proposition 4.
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7.6 Neural Network Structures

In this section we present the neural network structures andthe number of filters, filter size, padding
and stride parameters for MNIST, SVHN, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, respectively. Note that in
Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4, the rnorm layer is the local response normalization layer and the local
layer is the locally-connected layer with unshared weights.

7.6.1 MNIST

We used the similar neural network structure to [19]: two convolution layers, two fully connected
layers, a softmax layer and a cost layer at the end. The dropout is added to the first fully connected
layer. Tables 1 presents the neural network structures and the number of filters, filter size, padding
and stride parameters for MNIST.

Table 1: The Neural Network Structure for MNIST

Layer Type Input Size #Filters Filter size Padding/Stride Output Size
conv1 28× 28× 1 32 4× 4 0/1 21× 21× 32
pool1(max) 21× 21× 32 2× 2 0/2 11× 11× 32
conv2 11× 11× 32 64 5× 5 0/1 7× 7× 64
pool2(max) 7× 7× 64 3× 3 0/3 3× 3× 64
fc1 3× 3× 64 150
dropout 150 150
fc2 150 10
softmax 10 10
cost 10 1

7.6.2 SVHN

The neural network structure used for this data set is from [19], including 2 convolutional layers,
2 max pooling layers, 2 local response layers, 2 fully connected layers, a softmax layer and a cost
layer with one dropout layer. Tables 2 presents the neural network structures and the number of
filters, filter size, padding and stride parameters used for SVHN data set.

Table 2: The Neural Network Structure for SVHN

Layer Type Input Size #Filters Filter Size Padding/Stride Output Size
conv1 28× 28× 3 64 5× 5 0/1 24× 24× 64
pool1(max) 24× 24× 64 3× 3 0/2 12× 12× 64
rnorm1 12× 12× 64 12× 12× 64
conv2 12× 12× 64 64 5× 5 2/1 12× 12× 64
rnorm2 12× 12× 64 12× 12× 64
pool2(max) 12× 12× 64 3× 3 0/2 6× 6× 64
local3 6× 6× 64 64 3× 3 1/1 6× 6× 64
local4 6× 6× 64 32 3× 3 1/1 6× 6× 32
dropout 1152 1152
fc1 1152 512
fc10 512 10
softmax 10 10
cost 10 1

7.6.3 CIFAR-10

The neural network structure is adopted from [19], which consists two convolutional layer, two pool-
ing layers, two local normalization response layers, 2 locally connected layers, two fully connected
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layers and a softmax and a cost layer. Table 3 presents the detail neural network structure and the
number of filters, filter size, padding and stride parametersused.

Table 3: The Neural Network Structure for CIFAR-10

Layer Type Input Size #Filters Filter Size Padding/Stride Output Size
conv1 24× 24× 3 64 5× 5 2/1 24× 24× 64
pool1(max) 24× 24× 64 3× 3 0/2 12× 12× 64
rnorm1 12× 12× 64 12× 12× 64
conv2 12× 12× 64 64 5× 5 2/1 12× 12× 64
rnorm2 12× 12× 64 12× 12× 64
pool2(max) 12× 12× 64 3× 3 0/2 6× 6× 64
local3 6× 6× 64 64 3× 3 1/1 6× 6× 64
local4 6× 6× 64 32 3× 3 1/1 6× 6× 32
dropout 1152 1152
fc1 1152 128
fc10 128 10
softmax 10 10
cost 10 1

7.6.4 CIFAR-100

The network structure for this data set is similar to the neural network structure in [8], which con-
sists of 2 convolution layers, 2 max pooling layers, 2 local response normalization layers, 2 locally
connected layers, 3 fully connected layers, and a softmax and a cost layer. Table 4 presents the
neural network structures and the number of filters, filter size, padding and stride parameters used
for CIFAR-100 data set.

7.6.5 The Neural Network Structure used for BN

Tables 5 and 6 present the network structures of different methods in subsection 5.3 in the paper.
The layer pool(ave) in Table 5 and Table 6 represents the average pooling layer.

Table 4: The Neural Network Structure for CIFAR-100

Layer Type Input Size #Filters Filter Size Padding/Stride Output Size
conv1 32× 32× 3 64 5× 5 2/1 32× 32× 64
pool1(max) 32× 32× 64 3× 3 0/2 16× 16× 64
rnorm1 16× 16× 64 16× 16× 64
conv2 16× 16× 64 64 5× 5 2/1 16× 16× 64
rnorm2 16× 16× 64 16× 16× 64
pool2(max) 16× 16× 64 3× 3 0/2 8× 8× 64
local3 8× 8× 64 64 3× 3 1/1 8× 8× 64
local4 8× 8× 64 32 3× 3 1/1 8× 8× 32
fc1 2048 128
dropout 128 128
fc2 128 128
fc100 128 100
softmax 100 100
cost 100 1
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Table 5: Layers of networks for the experiment comparing with BN on CIFAR-10

Layer Type noBN-noDropout BN e-dropout
Layer 1 conv1 conv1 conv1
Layer 2 pool1(max) pool(max) pool1(max)
Layer 3 N/A bn1 N/A
Layer 4 conv2 conv2 conv2
Layer 5 N/A bn2 N/A
Layer 6 pool2(ave) pool2(ave) pool2(ave)
Layer 7 conv3 conv3 conv3
Layer 8 N/A bn3 e-dropout
Layer 9 pool3(ave) pool3(ave) pool3(ave)
Layer 10 fc1 fc1 fc1
Layer 11 softmax softmax softmax

Table 6: Sizes in networks for the experiment comparing withBN on CIFAR-10

Layer Type Input size #Filters Filter size Padding/Stride Output size
conv1 32× 32× 3 32 5× 5 2/1 32× 32× 32
pool1(max) 32× 32× 32 3× 3 0/2 16× 16× 32
conv2 16× 16× 32 32 5× 5 2/1 16× 16× 32
pool2(ave) 16× 16× 32 3× 3 0/2 8× 8× 32
conv3 8× 8× 32 64 5× 5 2/1 8× 8× 64
pool3(ave) 8× 8× 64 3× 3 0/2 4× 4× 64
fc1 4× 4× 64 10
softmax 10 10
cost 10 1
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